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WAKE-UP CALLZ
SYNOPSIS
Somewhere in spacetime… an evil entity disguised as a comet circles the galaxies in
search of memories, in search of souls, in search of Takeover. It came upon a planet
whose people resisted the darkness and vowed to defeat the shadows in the future on
the planet Earth.
…Years later, before the comet approached Earth, a science team was dispatched to
implant infertile human females with alien DNA programmed to wake-up at a
predetermined time and place. Somehow, the Comet Consciousness learned of the
awakening and altered the timeline to prevent it.
In the shadow timeline, one of the alien special seeds Kristaya Turner, dreams of
alternate realities and seeks the help of Doctor Dream. Aided by corrupt world
leaders, the Comet Consciousness already controls most of Earth, whose willing
participants don’t suspect that their memories are being stolen through video
games, and re-packaged for sale to galactic dealers.
The Allspace agent arrives during the darkest days, and must awaken Kristaya out
of her shadow dream to see everything in a different light. The Power Protocols have
intoxicated humanity into betraying their own people in the pursuit of greed and
profit. No one knows their true fate as the timelines unfold into the Parallel
Paradox. The What a Wonderful Worm snakes its way through the timelines and
crashes the world’s computer systems. Reality becomes a game show, and video
games take center stage in the Crossroads of Crossover.
Kristaya must intervene before Memcorr uploads humanity’s memories into the
Comet Consciousness, and plunge Earth into the shadows forever. Kristaya’s
personal struggle is a path of enlightenment over darkness as she must discover her
true identity and come to grips with her alien humanity. Only Doctor Dream knows
what she’s thinking… But, Total Takeover happens before you think…

THE CAST
Starring
Danielle Ciardi
Kirk Larsen
Christine Laydon
Dallas Mugno
Michael Citriniti
Stephen Innocenzi
Adrian Horodecky
Co-Starring
Ernest Brown
Scott Troutman
Vira Slywotzky
Elijah Bray
Meggie Doyle
Lena Koropey
Melissa Wanner
Elizabeth Ellis
Zachary Ellis
Rick Borgia
Greg D’Agostino
Featuring
The Amazing Kreskin
as “Doctor Dream”

WAKE-UP CALLZ
THE MOVIEMAKERS

Director .………………………………………………………Scott Kunkle
Associate Director……………………………………………Dallas Mugno
Director of Photography…………………………………Brenden Greiser
Editor………………………………………………………….Scott Kunkle
Lighting / Props …..…………………………………………Dallas Mugno
Video Game Sequence……………………………………Brenden Greiser
Costumes by………………………………………………………….Adrian
Miniature Sets………………………………………………...Scott Kunkle
Chief Crane Operator….……………………………….…Michael Grasso
Script Assistant………………………………………………Kelly Morgan
Production Assistant…………………………………..….Melissa Wanner
Music…………………………………………………………..Scott Kunkle
Casting……………….………………………………….Adrian Horodecky
Special Effects……….………………………………………...Scott Kunkle
Graphic Artist….….……………………………………Adrian Horodecky
Webmaster…………………………………………………Douglas Horvat
Written and Produced by ……………………………..Adrian Horodecky

Running Time – 93 minutes
Aspect Ratio – 16:9
Standard Version – 480 x 720
HD Version – 1080 x 1920
Digital Dolby Sound

WAKE-UP CALLZ
PRODUCER’S PAGE
Wake-Up Callz is an independent HD movie that began in 2003 when Adrian
Horodecky wrote an e-mail to the Amazing Kreskin reminiscing about a show he
saw many years ago. He mentioned to Kreskin that they shared the same birthday
of January 12. After a few more e-mails Adrian Horodecky designed some artwork
for Kreskin, and began writing a script, which he presented to him on March 27,
2004 after a show in Rahway, NJ. Kreskin liked the partial script, and waited
patiently for the completion. Cast as Doctor Dream, an alien psychiatrist, Kreskin
was intrigued by the role from the very beginning…
The script was completed in early 2005 with Kreskin onboard. The crew was
assembled, the locations were scouted, the website was created and the word went
out through a video storyboard, and online casting calls. Wake-Up Callz was shot on
location in NJ and PA from September 2005 to October 2006. Final editing was
completed in June 2007. Kreskin is known as the “World’s Foremost Mentalist”,
with the “Power of Suggestion” as his calling card. A unique aspect of Wake-Up
Callz is the seamless integration of Kreskin’s stage show into the story.

THE TWELVE TIDBITS
The Amazing Kreskin was born on January 12, 1935 - Adrian Horodecky was born
on January 12, 1957. During their initial e-mails, Adrian mentioned that they
shared birthdays and told him about his website – www.broadwayjoe.org –
dedicated to Joe Namath (#12) and the NY Jets who won Super Bowl III on January
12, 1969 – his twelfth birthday. When Adrian went to see Kreskin in Rahway NJ to
present a partial script of Wake-Up Callz, the assigned seat number was 112. The
number also pops up the movie several times. Even the final running time came out
to be 93 minutes. …Coincidence or Connection?

WAKE-UP CALLZ
THE PLAYERS
Danielle Ciardi - is an experienced writer and actress who has appeared in
several features, TV programs and theater productions.

Kirk Larsen – is a veteran character actor who has been featured in independent
movies, TV commercials, and music videos.

Christine Laydon – has performed in a number of plays and independent movies.
Dallas Mugno – is an experienced stage actor of modern and Shakespearian
theatrical productions.

Michael Citriniti - has performed in works by Shakespeare, Chekhov, Williams
and Ionesco, as well as several original theatrical projects in addition to working in
TV, radio and film.

Stephen Innocenzi - New York stage credits include The Ballad of Eddie and Jo
at The Hudson Guild Theater, the title role in Anton Chekhov’s Ivanov at The Mint
Theater, Major Arnold in Ronald Harwood’s Taking Sides, Dr. Kroll in Henrik
Ibsen’s Rosmersholm, and Adolf in August Strindberg’s Creditors.
TV - has co-starred on Law and Order and 100 Centre Street.

Ernest Brown – movie credits include co-starring roles in Fateful by Ocean
Films, Zart by Magic Rabbit Productions, Shooter By Paramount, and The
Invasion by Warner Bros. TV credits include The Griot, and Journey to Nubian
World

Scott Troutman – stage actor with the Alpha Omega Players - roles include:
Pontius Pilate in Jesus Christ Superstar, Sir Danvers Carew in Jekyll and Hyde,
Herbie in Gypsy, Dr. Scott in The Rocky Horror Show and as The Ghost of
Christmas Present in A Christmas Carol.

Vira Slywotzky - NY stage actress and opera singer.
Rick Borgia

– has been featured in several independent and studio feature films

shot in the NY area.

Greg D’Agostino – has appeared in several TV drama series, including the
Sopranos, and co-starred in a number of features.

Adrian Horodecky – actor, writer, videographer.
The Amazing Kreskin - has officially achieved iconic pop culture status,
reaching a level few famous or infamous names have ever reached in the English
language. The “World’s Foremost Mentalist” is constantly challenging the
impossible with absolutely amazing results. Kreskin is best known for his 80 +
appearances on The Tonight Show – one of Carson’s favorite guests, and for his
annual New Year’s Predictions on CNN, FOX News, and MSNBC. Even now,
he knows what you’re thinking…

WAKE-UP CALLZ
THE CREW
Scott Kunkle
Director
Scott Kunkle is a veteran musician, music producer, sound engineer and filmmaker.
Wake-Up Callz is his first feature film.

DALLAS MUGNO
Associate Director
Dallas Mugno is an experienced stage actor, lighting designer, prop specialist,
and theater manager. Wake-Up Callz is his first feature film.

BRENDEN GREISER
Director of Photography
Brenden Greiser is an accomplished videographer of independent films,
and promotions for public television. Wake-Up Callz is his first feature film.

ADRIAN HORODECKY
Screenwriter / Producer
Adrian Horodecky is an experienced screenwriter, photographer, web editor,
and graphic artist. Wake-Up Callz is his first feature film.

